
39GS Series  

Introduction 
The purpose of this catalogue is to help consulting engineers in the preliminary 
selection of CARRIER AIR HANDLING UNITS However, if required, your local 
CARRIER office will assist to provide a computerised selection to confirm or 
complete your preliminary selection  

This catalogue consists of  

 A description of the various component parts available to be combined 
in the order best suited to your requirements  

  Technical data sheets, dimensions, weights, specifications, charts, etc  

 

QUALITY 

The quality and reliability of any system depends on the quality of the components parts Equipment schedules and 
specifications are based on Carrier 39CNE  
Therefore, in line with other CARRIER products, our 39GS Series Air Handlers are manufactured in conformity with 
CARRIER s Quality concept which brought in items subjected to rigorous inspection  

FLEXIBLE MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 

This adaptable unit design which is based upon a wide range of standard panel sizes, frequently enables CARRIER to 
offer several configurations of unit height and width, so that the aesthetic or practical dictates of confined plant room 
space or rooftop silhouettes can be easily met  

Major items of unit such as fans, coils, filters, etc can be arranged in the sequence dictated by the job requirements, 
and separated by access sections where necessary, giving complete flexibility of design  

RIGIDITY 

Extruded aluminium internal posts within the extruded aluminium frame increase the structural rigidity and provide a 
fixing point for an air tight sealing strip  

The panels shall be constructed such that they shall be of two layers of steel sheet with injected insitu CFC Free 
Polyurethane insulation with thermal conductivity factor of 0 019 W mK and density of 40kg m3 in between to ensure 
effective thermal and acoustic insulation  

WIDE RANGE OF SIZES 

There are 43 standard units  sizes available, each, in most cases, has a choice of 2 fan type, covering ranging from 
800 to 41,000 Nominal CFM  
 

WIDE RANGE OF COILS OFFERING  
Chiller water coil   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,10 rows with 8, 10, 12, 14 fin per inch  
Hot Water Coil   1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,10 rows with 8, 10, 12, 14 fin per inch  
Optimized coil circuiting  
3 8 and 1 2 tube diameter standard  
Aluminum fins standard or option as Pre coated Blue Fin , Copper fin, Hydrophobic coated 
 

FLEXIBILITY IN PANEL CONSTRUCTION 

Units are offered with double wall construction sheet metal with 26 Gauge Colorbond ® XMA ABR as Outer casing and 
26 Gauge Galvanized Steel as Inner Casing for 25 mm and 50 mm.
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MODEL NUMBER NOMENCLATUER 

39GS 13 18 - 2 HDT 4
AHU Series

Height (Modules)

Configuration standard
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 4.1
- 5

Unit configuration
HDT = Horizontal draw through
VDT = Vertical draw through

Width (Modules)

Panel thickness
1 = 1 inch thk
2 = 2 inch thk
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39GS Identification & dimension 
General
The 39GS line of Carrier Air Handling Unit is based on a MODULAR System. 

The number of modules in height and in width determine the cross-section available for air flow and encodes the unit size. 

The unit length is determined by the number and size of the component parts required. 

The side for service (connections and access) is defined as right hand or left hand in the direction of air flow.  

Each module has a constant value of 100mm. To determine external dimensions, the following formula applies: 

External Dimensions = (N x 100 + M) mm
Where N =   number of module  
M                = 60mm for 25mm casing  

                M                = 110mm for 50mm casing  

Example 1: 39GS0711 for 25mm casing 

External Height Dimension = 07 x 100 + 60 = 760 mm
External Width Dimension = 11 x 100 + 60 = 1,160 mm 

Example 2: 39GS0711 for 50mm casing 

External Height Dimension = 07 x 100 + 110 = 810 mm 
External Width Dimension = 11 x 100 + 110 = 1,210 mm 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Remark : Must add base frame (100 mm.) to external height dimension to get the overall height of unit. 
Overa’l dimension excluded damper, pipe connection, discharge flange. 

Shipping Dimension
 

To estimate the skid/closed crate dimensions of a complete module section or unit for shipment purpose.

1. Section (or Unit ) without MXB : ADD 

i. 400mm (skid only or inclusive crate) to its module width. 

ii. 200mm (skid only) or 277mm (inclusive crate) to its module length. 

iii. 100mm (skid only) or 278mm (inclusive crate) to its module height. 
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SIZE  (in)  (sq.m) (sq.ft) CMH CFM CMH CFM CMH CFM CMH CFM H W H W

AIR VOLUMECOIL FACE 
ARER 3.5 m/s 3.5 m/s  

(L/s*1000)
25 mm Thickness 50 mm Thickness

39GS Coil Tube 
Diameter

Dimensions (mm)
2 m/s 2 m/s 

(L/s*1000)
2.5 m/s 2.5 m/s  

(L/s*1000)
3 m/s 3 m/s  

(L/s*1000)

Quick Selection 39GS
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Quick Selection 39GS
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Quick Selection 39GS
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Unit Configuration Horizontal
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39GS Horizontal -Configuration 2 

39GS Horizontal -Configuration  
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Unit Configuration Horizontal 
39GS Horizontal - Configuration 3 

39GS Horizontal - Configuration 4.1 
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Unit Configuration Horizontal 
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39GS Horizontal - Configuration 4 

39GS Horizontal - Configuration 5 
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39GS - MODULES LENGTH (HDT)
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Unit Configuration Vertical
39GS Vertical - Configuration 3 

39GS Vertical- Configuration 4.1 
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Unit Configuration Vertical
39GS Vertical - Configuration 3 

39GS Vertical - Configuration 4.1 

 

- Unit con gura on 3 consist of Fan + Coil + Access Sec on + Filter Sec on with track 
- Access sec on length  5 modules 
- Filter sec on length  6 modules 
- Height of unit ( H )  included unit base 100 mm. 
- 39GS larger than size 1625, are not available for VDT units. 
 

 

 

- Unit con gura on 4.1 consist of Fan + Coil + Filter track + Mixing Box 
- Filter track for pre- lter 2" thk. Only (front loading). 
- Height of unit ( H )  included unit base 100 mm. 
- 39GS larger than size 1625, are not available for VDT units. 
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- Unit con gura on 4 consist of Fan + Coil + Filter sec on with track + Mixing Box 
- Filter sec on length  6 modules 
- Height of unit ( H )  included unit base 100 mm. 
- 39GS larger than size 1625, are not available for VDT units.  

 

- Unit con gura on 5 consist of Fan + Coil + Access sec on + Filter sec on with track + Mixing Box 
- Access sec on length  5 modules 
- Filter sec on length  6 modules 
- Height of unit ( H )  included unit base 100 mm. 
- 39GS larger than size 1625, are not available for VDT units. 

 * unit, factory will pre- join fan sec on and coil sec on for 39GS1117 and below. 

Unit Configuration Vertical
39GS Vertical - Configuration 4 

 39GS Vertical - Configuration 5 
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39GS - MODULES LENGTH (VDT)
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Casing 
 

 
General 
The casing of 39GS units is formed by: 

-  extruded aluminium perimeter frame, inner post and intermediate post . 

-  removable and fixed panels 

-  internal insulation 

All external panels are Colorbond® XMA (ABR) steel. 

Frames 
The frame is made up of 4 components (Figure 3) 

1. Extruded aluminium frame 
2. Composite corner piece 
3. Extruded Internal post 
4. Extruded Intermediate post 

1. Extruded Aluminium Frame 

Forms the overall shape of the section and receives the panels. The extruded aluminium frame is manufactured 
from extrusion process using aluminium ( Grade 6063 - T5) with mill finish 1.5mm thickness. 

2. Composite Material Corner Piece (Trilegs) 
The composite corner piece is composed of Nylon 66 + 33% GF (25mm casing) and Nylon 6 + 30% GF (50mm 
casing) with fine finish surface and it is grey in color confirming to RAL 7042 . 

3. Extruded Inner Post 
Extruded aluminium inner post within the extruded aluminium frame increase the structural rigidity and provide 

fixing point for an air-tight sealing strip. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1. Extruded Aluminium Frame
2. Trileg 
3. Panel
4. Rivet
5. PU Insulation
6. Rib Seal

Figure 3 Cross Section of Panels, Rib-Seal and Others

a 
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Panels 
1. Fixed Panels 

Forms the insulated enclosure of the casing and giving it rigidity and air-tightness, they consist of: 
-  external sheet metal 
-  insulation 
-         internal protective cover 

The Colorbond® XMA (ABR) steel sheet with 26 Gauge thickness and the galvanized steel inner casing 
(26 Gauge) form double wall construction with PU insulation between the inner and the outer panel. Rivets are 
used to a fixed panel to AHU framework. 

Optional : Wrap-around gasket (Figure 4) to replace rob-seal for enhancement of insulation on the aluminium 
frames to  prevent condensation start on aluminium frames which should be suitable to units with 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
2. . Removable / Access Panel 
Are constructed of the same material as the fixed panels. 

The access panel shall be low leak construction with a hex socket compression type latch assembly and large & 
non - conductive handles for easy removal of the access panel . (Figure 5 for Cross Section of Latch Assy.) 

The removable /access panel shall be double skinned construction and internally insulated with injected insitu CFC-
Free Polyurethane insulation. The access panel mating surface perimeter shall be lined with Rib-Seals. 

 

 

External Panel 

PU Insula on Extruded Aluminium Frame 

Rubber Gasket 

Internal Panel 

 

ducted return  application. It has shown that with wrap - around gasket on frames, it will on 
condensation at high humidity ambient.   
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Figure 4 Cross Section of Panel and Framework



 

Panels made from BHP COLORBOND® XMA (ABR) steel provide excellent corrosion resistance and are be ware 
outdoor durability. The substrate, ZINCALUME® zinc/aluminium alloy - coated steel complies with AS1397-1993 
and  the paint coating complies with AS/NZS 2728-1997. 

Below are the specifications of COLORBOND® XMA (ABR) steel. 
Pretreatment - Corrosion resistant proprietary conversion coating. 
Primer Coat - Universal corrosion inhibitive primer. Nominal thickness 5 μm top side . 
Finish Coat - Custom formulated system. Nominal thickness 20μm top side in white color. 

 
Insulation 
The panels are frames and thermally insulated.The panels shall be constructed such that they shall comprise of 
two layers of steel sheet with injected insitu CFC-Free polyure thane insulation with thermal conductivity factor of  
0.019 w/ mK and /m3 in between.density at least 40 kg

 

Figure 5 Cross Section of Latch Assy
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3.COLORBOND ® XMA (ABR) prepainted steel.
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Fan 
 

1. Fan Laws 
For a given distribution system and specific air weight, the following laws in relation to volume, pressure and fan 
power applied dependent upon fan speed. 

 
- As the specific weight of the air changes, the air quantities remain constant . 

-  The pressure and the absorbed power change with the specific weight . 
 

 
 

 

2. Reference Values 

The fan curves refer to a specific weight of 1.2 kgf/m3 at a temperature of 20˚C at atmospheric pressure of 101 .3 kPa 
(760mm Hg) and a relative humidity of 50%. 

 

Description 

1. Type of Fans 

39G air handling units are supplied with double inlet, double width (DIDW) 

I)  Forward curved (FC) Certrifugal DIDW forward curved. 

III)  Backward curved (BC) Certrifugal SISW forward curved (optional).

IV)  Backward curved (BC) Certrifugal SISW backward curved (optional).

 V)  Backward curved (BC) Plug fan(optional).

VI)  Backward curved (BC) EC fan (optional).      

II) Backward curved (BC) Certrifugal DIDW backward curved. 
 

 

 

centrifugal blowers of either: and other 
type for optional
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2. Construction 
a) Fan casings are constructed of galvanized steel with a series of punched holes or nutserts allowing the fixing 

of accessories such as frames or support legs thus providing a variety of discharge positions . 

b) The impeller is galvanized finished for forward curved fan and epoxy painted for backward curved and securely 
fixed to the shaft. (bored & keywayed) Backward curved fan has lower energy consumption due to its high 
performance impeller with welded true aerofoil blades inclined obliquely to the shaft axis. All fan impellers are 
statically and dynamically balanced to the operating fan speed as shown in the equipment schedule in 
accordance with ISO 1940 Part 1. Quality level G2.5. 

c) Shafts are trued in accordance with DIN 748. Toleranz class g6  

d) Deep groove ball bearings are supplied for smaller fan size. Self aligning Single row ball bearings mounted with 
a cast iron housing (real plummer block bearing) for size 400-1000. All bearings are pre-lubricated from the factory. 
Higher life expectancy bearings are available as option. 
 

Recommendations 
The air to be handled in the unit must be clean, and noncorrosive. 

Each air handling unit can have a choice of several fan type with best efficiency and lowest sound level should be 
selected for a specific installation. 
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Forward Curved , Backward Curved Fan Shaft Diameter

Diameter (mm) Drive / Blower Side (tolerances)Fan Size
                                                                      FC

FC - 180 20 g6

FC - 630

FC - 280

20 g6
20 g6
20 g6

FC - 560

FC - 200
FC - 225
FC - 250

25 g6
FC - 315
FC - 355
FC - 400
FC - 450
FC - 500

                                                                      BC

25 g6
30 g6
30 g6
35 g6
35 g6
40 g6

FC - 1000

40 g6
50 g6
55 g6
60 g6
60 g6

FC - 710
FC - 800
FC - 900

BC - 225 20 g6
BC - 250 20 g6
BC - 280 25 g6
BC - 315 25 g6
BC - 355 30 g6
BC - 400 30 g6
BC - 450 35 g6
BC - 500 35 g6
BC - 560 40 g6

BC - 900 60 g6
BC - 1000 60 g6

BC - 630 40 g6
BC - 710 50 g6
BC - 800 55 g6
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Fan Housing Dimension and Weight
Table below shows full details of 39GS fan housing dimension and weight.

Note : Width does not include both end o

1230 1648 368
1366 1810 474

998 1302 251
1106 1468 299

814 1030 110
900 1157 141

648 827 65
718 918 83

532 654 41
586 736 49

420 518 24
464 578 28

350 433 15
372 460 19

1230 1648 293
1366 1810 340

Backward Curved

998 1302 192
1100 1468 240

814 1030 93
900 1157 104

736 41
648 827 51
718 918 74

20
464 578 24
532 654 32

10
338 415 12
372 460 17

Weight (kg)
Forward Curved

268 336 8
306FC - 200 343

FC - 225 382
FC - 250 418

Fan Size Length (mm)

FC - 180 323

BC - 900 1408
BC - 1000 1540

Width (mm) Height (mm)

370

420 518

586

BC - 630 998
BC - 710 1120
BC - 800 1254

BC - 450 726
BC - 500 800
BC - 560 892

BC - 315 518
BC - 355 578
BC - 400 650

BC - 225 366
BC - 250 418
BC - 280 466

FC - 800 1254
FC - 900 1408

FC - 1000 1540

FC - 560 892
FC - 630 998
FC - 710 1120

FC - 400 650
FC - 450 726
FC - 500 800

FC - 280 466
FC - 315 518
FC - 355 578
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Fan Motor Weight
Table below shows the approximate fan motor weight.

Motor HP Motor kW Approx. Weight (kg) Frame Number

1 0.75 17 D80

1.5 1.1 25 D90S

2 1.5 26 D90L

3 & 4 2.2/3.0 35 D100L

5 & 5 1/2 3.7/4.4 47 D112M

7.5 5.5 68 D132S

10 7.5 79 D132M

15 11 122 D160M

20 15 144 D160L

25 18.5 189 D180M

30 22 203 D180L

40 30 290 D200L

50 37 320 D225SC

60 45 355 D225MC

75 55 381 D250SA

Note : • Motor weights based on 4 - pole 380/3Ø/50Hz indu on type TEFC motor foot mounted.

· Motor shall be of  , Y or D.O.L wiring.

· Standard motor shall be per IEE standard IP54 enclosure with Class F 

  insula n and Class B Temperature rise complying with BS2757.

· Maximum ambient temperature 40 C.

· For deriva n of motor kW from fan BkW use:

  Motor kW = Fan BkW x A, where  A = 1.20 if BkW < 10 kW

          A = 1.15 if BkW > 10 kW

· Please refer to your nearest Carrier Representa ves for special motor voltages or applica n.
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Fan Size and RPM Limitation/BkW Limitation

Fan Type Fan Size Maximum RPM Maximum Absorbed 
Power kw

FC - 180 4000 2
FC - 200 3200 2
FC - 225 2900 3
FC - 250 2700 3
FC - 280 2400 4
FC - 315 2100 5.5
FC - 355 1800 5.5
FC - 400 1600 7.5
FC - 450 1400 7.5
FC - 500 1200 11
FC - 560 1100 11
FC - 630 900 15
FC - 710 850 22
FC - 800 750 22
FC - 900 650 30

FC - 1000 600 37
BC - 225 6640 4
BC - 250 4000 4
BC - 280 4000 4
BC - 315 3500 5
BC - 355 3000 7.5
BC - 400 2700 7.5
BC - 450 2300 11
BC - 500 2100 11
BC - 560 1800 15
BC - 630 1500 15
BC - 710 1500 18.5
BC - 800 1300 22
BC - 900 1200 30

BC - 1000 1050 37

Remark : A sele on is valid provided it st reaches and not exceed either max. limits (RPM of BkW).

Backward Curved

Forward Curved
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Filter  
General 
The types of filters offered in 39GS are as follows: 

i) HVF - High velocity filters 

ii) BF - Bag filters 
 

Each filter type selected shall include a 39GS section with the appropriate tracks. The filter section shall be similar in 
construction as the other 39GS sections. The tracks supplied shall be in accordance to the HVAC filter standard sizes 
and its gravimetric efficiency per ASHRAE 52-76. 

High Velocity Filter (HVF) 
Commonly known as pre-filter, the HVF is offered with a thickness of either 25mm or 50mm. The standard 
gravimetric efficiency shall be 85% with 70% optional and media are washable made of aluminum or synthetic fiber. 
The HVF can be installed to the 39G as follows: 

i) Front loading with track only (i.e. free return application) 

ii) Front loading/withdrawal filter track within 2 module length section. When require filter section which must able to 
accessible for filter loading/withdrawal by access door at return duct (i.e. duct return application) or access door at 
mixing box. 

The frames and tracks are fabricated of 1.25mm (18 gauge) thick galvanized steel sheet. 

Bag Filter (BF) 
The bag filter is normally used as 2nd stage filtration media . The factory standard efficiency shall be 95% gravimetric 
efficiency. Media are disposable type. The bag filter media shall be synthetic fiber of 600mm bag length and 25mm 
thick aluminum frame. 
As a standard, the BF section comprises of 6 module, by front loading/withdrawal method. 

Friction Pressure Drop 
Due to filter media resists to the air flow resulting in static loss, therefore refer to Table 23 on the respective static 
pressure loss against velocity (interpolation is permissible). 

Filter Pressure Drop (Pa) 
Filter Face Velocity (m/s) 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

HVF 2" thick 85% gravimetric 8.96 12.46 19.93 27.40 37.40 

BF 600mm bag length 95% gravimetric 9.96 14.95 29.89 47.33 69.75 
 

Note: Data shown is for clean filter, based on synthetic fiber material. The normal allowable pressure drop for dirty filter should not exceed 300Pa (1.2" W.G). 
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 39GS : SIZE & NUMBER OF FILTER
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Mixing Box  
Mixing box shall have parallel blades, interconnected opposing action between outdoor air and return air dampers. 
Dampers blades shall be brake formed for stiffness and shall be spot welded to a 13mm O .D. steel rods rotating in 
nylon bushings press-seated in rigid damper frames. Damper shall be fabricated from 1.2mm (18 gauge) thick 
galvannealed steel sheet and the damper frame of 1.2mm (18 gauge) thick with a finishing of oven cured polyester 
based powder paint. 

Dampers shall be sectionalized to limit blade length to not more than 1526mm in order to prevent excessive blade 
warping and ensure tight closure. Outdoor air and return air dampers shall be of the same area   

 

 

Air leakage using damper area ration and a perimeter gap of 3mm between blade and frame results in leakage
apprate of roximately 3% as a complete system when either one damper assembly is completely closed. 

The damper are located on the outside of mixing boxes and the standard damper location shall be top and rear. 
Interconnection between outdoor air and return air damper is made with push rods installed in the factory . The 
damper blades for each assembly shall be connected using linkages on one side of the damper frames ensuring 
its synchronous movement. 

The damper frame is U-formed/flanged but not drilled which serves as a flange or duct work connection. 

Unit Size 39GS 

Horizontal  

Module Length 

(M) 

Vertical  

Module Length 

(M) 

            0608 - 1318 5M 5M 

           1418 - 1625 6M 6M 

           1822 - 1825 6M - 

           2025 - 2636 9M - 

 

Section 
Velocity (m/s) 

1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 

Mixing Box (Pa) 2.49 4.98 9.96 12.46 14.95 19.93 

Carrier reserves the right to make changes in specifications without prior notice.

YOUR CARRIER MAN :

Mixing Box Section in Module

Mixing Box Dampers Friction Loss

39GS_11_2019


